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Welcome to our Autumn & Winter 2021 collection!

Inspired by wintery, crisp walks in the British countryside, rich earthy tones of brambles and 
berries that Autumn brings to us. As always, this collection is thoughtfully designed and eth-
ically crafted in California from the finest 100% flax, yarn dyed European linen exclusively 
milled to our specifications. Made in small batches with ethics and sustainability at the fore-
front of Pyne & Smith. 

In addition to our best loved styles, we have two new dress styles arriving! Model No.18 - a 
beautifully classic dress in an elegant grey pinstripe linen, with a henley neckline and our first 
ever cuffed long sleeve (why has it taken me so long to do this?!) In addition, we present the 
new Model No.35, a sumptuously floaty, full, versatile dress that can be worn over leggings 
for that bohemian look, or with its wrap style belt that transforms it into a truly elegant, 
sharp and stylish dress. We’re excited to offer our newly re-graded XL and 2X sizes as well as 
adding the new 3X size to our line! 

Our new collection will launch on our website on Saturday, September 18th at 9 a.m. PDT. I 
hope you enjoy our new line as much as I have enjoyed creating it. I really think it’s the best 
yet!

Love,



COVER IMAGE: Model No. 35 in Graphite Grey. 
L to R: Model No. 35 in Graphite Grey, Model No. 10 in Bramley Check, Model No. 31 in Nutmeg.
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This playful dress is perfect to pull on for a bike ride or other adventures! It features 
a button up, scoop neckline, short sleeves and pockets in a knee length. Brambly 
Check is a brown, tan and black check linen in a medium/light weight.

Model No. 10 in Bramley Check Linen $182
Our iconic P&S style, perfect to pull on at a home or dress up for a night out. Featur-
ing a button up, scoop neckline, short sleeves, adjustable waist tie and pockets in a 
midi length. Black is a rich, dark shade in a medium weight.

Model No. 11 in Black Linen $187

A truly versatile style, this dress will quickly become a workhorse in your closet. Fea-
turing a button up, scoop neckline, short sleeves, adjustable waist tie and pockets 
in a midi length. Olive check is an olive green and dark blue check in a medium/
light weight.

Model No. 11 in Olive Check Linen $187
Timeless in style as it is in versatility, our No.12 dress is a customer favorite. Featuring 
a button up, scoop neckline, three quarter length sleeves, adjustable waist tie and 
pockets in a midi length. Cassis is a deep dark shade of purple in a medium weight.

Model No. 12 in Cassis Linen $192
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Wear around the house, out to the market or out for dinner. Featuring a button up, 
scoop neckline, three quarter length sleeves, adjustable waist tie and pockets in a 
midi length. Harris Grey Check is a two tone grey and heather grey check in a me-
dium weight.

Model No. 12 in Harris Grey Check Linen $192
With it’s longer length, higher button up neckline, three quarter length sleeves, 
pockets, an adjustable waist tie, No.14 is our style for the coming cooler months. 
Graphite Grey is a classic dark grey shade in a medium weight.

Model No. 14 in Graphite Grey Linen $197

An effortless and elegant dress, perfect to wear out and about or simply for days 
when you don’t want to think about getting dressed. Featuring a boat neckline, short 
sleeves and pockets in a full length. Oxford stripe is a navy with mustard stripe in a 
medium/light weight.

Model No. 17 in Oxford Stripe $190
Simple, comfortable and chic, our No.17 is perfect for days when you simply don’t 
want to stress about getting dressed. Featuring a boat neckline, short sleeves and 
pockets in a full length. Olive check is an olive green and dark blue check in a me-
dium/light weight.

Model No. 17 in Olive Check Linen $190
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New for 2021! This beautiful dress is a classic, timeless design, featuring a full length, 
cuffed sleeve, with a henley neckline, adjustable waist tie and pockets in a midi 
length. Grey pinstripe is dark grey with a tan stripe in a light/medium weight.

Model No. 18 in Grey Pinstripe Linen $214
Stylish, comfortable and versatile, No.19 is easy to wear to the office or add some 
heels for a night out. Featuring a boat neckline, three quarter length sleeves, adjust-
able waist tie and pockets in a midi length. Cornish Blue is a classic mid tone shade 
of blue in a medium weight.

Model No. 19 in Cornish Blue Linen $188

A versatile year round staple, wear this modern style of tunic dress over leggings and 
sneakers or alone with some sandals. No.20 features a boat neckline, three quarter 
length sleeves and patch pockets. Nutmeg is a mid tone shade of brown in a medium 
weight.

Model No. 20 in Nutmeg Linen $172
With it’s swingy silhouette, this A-line shape of dress looks fantastic paired with 
boots and a jacket, or simply worn with some flats for an easy style. Featuring a boat 
neckline, three quarter length sleeves and pockets. Black is a rich, dark shade in a 
medium weight.

Model No. 29 in Black Linen $185



Model No. 30 in Margate Plaid.
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A timeless style of dress, No.30 is a year round favorite with a hint of the past about 
it. Featuring a button up V-neckline with a flat collar, short sleeves, adjustable waist 
tie with pockets in a midi length. Margate plaid is a red, dark blue and tan plaid in a 
light/medium weight.

Model No. 30 in Margate Plaid Linen $198
A versatile style for both warm days and chilly evenings, No.31 has a button up, 
v-neckline, sleeves that hit just above the elbow, adjustable waist tie and pockets in a 
full length. Nutmeg is a mid tone shade of brown in a medium weight.

Model No. 31 in Nutmeg Linen $203

Model No. 12 in Cassis.
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Makers, creators, bakers, this is your must-have! Our pinafore dress can be worn over 
a blouse, dress or sweater, and will prove it’s value in both beauty and function. Fea-
turing a square neckline, buttoning shoulder straps, adjustable waist tie with patch 
pockets in a midi length. Cassis is a deep dark shade of purple in a medium weight.

Model No. 32 in Cassis Linen $194
The Pinafore is a classic design, perfect for days spent in the garden, and pairs so well 
when worn over a blouse or sweater. Featuring a square neckline, buttoning shoulder 
straps, adjustable waist tie with patch pockets in a midi length. Graphite Grey is a 
classic dark grey shade in a medium weight.

Model No. 32 in Graphite Grey Linen $194

New for 2021! Our floatiest dress yet…wear it with the wrap style belt for a defined, 
elegant look, or for the most dreamy and comfortable style, forget the belt and wear 
it loose with ballet flats for a beautiful, eclectic look. Featuring a delicate back button 
placket, three quarter length sleeves, large pockets and a separate belt (no belt loops 
on this dress, simply tie the belt on your natural waist.) Cassis is a deep dark shade of 
purple in a light/medium weight.

Model No. 35 in Cassis Linen $229
New for 2021! Beautifully gathered linen creates a unique style of dress with two 
unique looks - wear it belted for a defined, elegant style or go without the belt for 
a loose, floaty style. Featuring a delicate back button placket, three quarter length 
sleeves, large pockets and a separate belt (no belt loops on this dress, simply tie 
the belt on your natural waist.) Graphite Grey is a classic dark grey shade in a light/
medium weight.

Model No. 35 in Graphite Grey Linen $229



Model No. 17 in Oxford Stripe.
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With it’s heavy gathering, soft elasticated waist band and deep inset pockets, this 
skirt will become a favourite - paired with a cropped sweater, and boots during the 
cooler months or a tank and sandals in the summer. Brambly Check is a brown, tan 
and black check linen in a medium/light weight.

Skirt No. 11 in Bramley Check $159
Simple enough to be a everyday favorite, yet polished enough to dress up jeans, this 
blouse is a wardrobe staple. Featuring a boat neckline, flattering box pleat, three 
quarter length sleeves and patch pockets. Cassis is a deep dark shade of purple in 
a light/medium weight.

Blouse No. 12 in Cassis Linen $136

Our light and floaty blouse is a timeless design, featuring delicate, puff sleeves with a 
charming gathered neckline, and a buttoning placket. Pairs perfectly with our No.32 
Pinafore dress! Biscuit shirting is a  parchment shade linen in a very light weight.

Blouse No. 16 in Biscuit Shirting Linen $139
A modern overall, with a clean & elegant profile, featuring a tailored leg, side hip 
buttons, deep front pockets, rear pockets, with two buttons on each strap for an 
adjustable fit. Grey pinstripe is dark grey with a tan stripe in a light/medium weight.

Overall No. 10 in Grey Pinstripe Linen $219
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FIT TIPS:
- For details about what makes each style unique (does the garment has a waist tie, buttons, etc) 
   Please see the ‘Description’ section on the garment page.
- For detailed fit information, such as garment measurements, inseam lengths and unique fit information. 
   Please see ‘Fit details’ on the garment page.
- Linen has no stretch! Our button up styles can strain at the buttons if you are towards the top of your size
   measurement, consider sizing up if you are concerned about gaping, or if you still love the fitted look, fashion   
   tape can help.
- Overalls. We love the button up look on our straps, if you find you need to move the buttons elsewhere on    
   the straps to get a really nice custom fit, we have a blog entry dedicated on how to sew a button - it’s a really 
   easy skill to learn!

*Please note that the XS-L size information has been updated on our size guide to reflect a more accurate and more 
comfortable fit, but the dress dimension have not been changed. Our XL and 2X sizes have been re-graded.


